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Non-hospital, Independent Facility
Advanced Imaging List
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This list is subject to change. Visit www.knoxcounty.org/benefits to view a current list.
There are ways to lower your costs when your doctor orders an outpatient MRI, CAT
scan, PET scan, etc. Your out-of-pocket cost depends on where you have the test done. This
information applies to in-network providers only.
1. Hospital or Hospital Associated Facilities: Covered imaging services at the hospital or
facilities associated with a hospital are usually significantly more expensive than at independent
facilities, and on Options 2 and 3, you pay a greater portion of the charge than you would at an
independent facility:
Option 2: $125 copay + $1,500 deductible + 20% of remaining charges
Option 3: $125 copay + $500 deductible + 20% of remaining charges
2. Independent Facilities: Below is a list of locations where covered imaging services are paid
100% after you pay a $100 copay on Options 2 and 3. This list does not include all facilities that
charge these rates. Any facility that is “in-network with BlueCross Network S” (out-of-network
facilities may say they “accept” your insurance, but this is not the same as being in-network) and
“bills as an independent imaging center” (not as a hospital or hospital affiliated facility) should
also bill at the reduced rate. Call the facility to ask if they offer the type of imaging your doctor
has ordered.
Abercrombie Radiology- (865) 588-1397
1.5 Tesla MRI
1112 E Weisgarber Rd, Knoxville, TN 37909
Provision Imaging (formerly East TN Diagnostic) - (865) 684-2600
3 Tesla MRI, PET, CT (adults and children under 18), HIDA (adults and children 16 and over)
1415 Old Weisgarber Rd, Ste 120, Knoxville, TN 37909
Outpatient Diagnostic Center of Knoxville - (865) 525-7100
1.5 Tesla MRI, CT (adults and children under 16 without contrast)
601 Hall of Fame Dr., Knoxville, TN 37915
Summit Medical Diagnostic - (865) 588-8005
1.5 Tesla MRI, CT (adults 18 and over) • Deane Hill 7211 Wellington Dr., Lower Level
Fax (865) 588-5305
• Fountain City 103 Midlake Dr., Lower Level
3. Doctor’s Office: Basic covered imaging services (x-ray and ultrasound) inside the doctor’s
office are covered after the office visit copay. A $100 copay applies to advanced imaging
inside the doctor’s office on Options 2 and 3.
NOTE: This information is designed to provide highlights and basic descriptions of benefits at Knox County
Government. For more detailed information, please refer to the summary plan descriptions available at
www.knoxcounty.org/benefits. Knox County reserves the right to modify or discontinue the plans at any time.
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